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OFFER Free Microsoft 74-353 PDF and VCE Exam Dumps 61-70

	Vendor: MicrosoftExam Code: 74-353Exam Name: Windows UX DesignVersion: 14.91  QUESTION 61What is the recommended

location from which to access help for an application?  A.    Help charmB.    Settings charmC.    nav bar (top app bar)D.    app bar 

Answer: D  QUESTION 62What are the standard widths for a share pane?  A.    300 pixels and 600 pixelsB.    346 pixels and 646

pixelsC.    350 pixels and 700 pixelsD.    500 pixels and 1000 pixels  Answer: B  QUESTION 63What is the maximum number of

query suggestions that can appear in the search pane?  A.    threeB.    fiveC.    determined by the screen sizeD.    unlimited  Answer:

B  QUESTION 64When branding an application tile, what should you do?  A.    Always include branding in template images and

text.B.    Do not use branding as one of the items in the notification queue.C.    Display the logo in the lower-right corner of the

tile.D.    Always include the application name both in text and in the logo.  Answer: B  QUESTION 65Which statement about using

time stamps or dates on a live tile is true?  A.    Display absolute time stamps, such as "2:14PM, Tuesday".B.    Display only day

information, such as "Tuesday".C.    Display time stamps only on Peek tiles.D.    Display relative time stamps, such as "1 hour ago". 

Answer: A  QUESTION 66Which statement about app tile content is true?  A.    App tile content must be animated.B.    App tile

content must be dynamic.C.    App tile content must be static.D.    App tile content may be either dynamic or static.  Answer: D 

QUESTION 67Which of the following statements about designing for Portrait mode is true?  A.    Layout and interaction in Portrait

mode should be consistent with the snapped view.B.    Applications that scroll horizontally in Landscape mode should scroll

vertically in Portrait mode.C.    Layout and interaction in Portrait mode should be consistent with Landscape mode.D.    All

applications must support Portrait mode.  Answer: C  QUESTION 68What is the recommended screen size for which you should

design applications?  A.    1024x768B.    1280x800C.    1366x768D.    1920x1080  Answer: C  QUESTION 69Which three DPI

scaling percentages does Windows 8 support?  A.    80%, 100%, and 140%B.    100%, 140%, and 180%C.    100%, 150%, and

200%D.    100%, 200%, and 300%  Answer: B  QUESTION 70You are designing an application for a chess game.What should you

do to adapt the application for larger screen sizes?  A.    Display more user interface controls on the page canvas as the screen size

increases.B.    Scale the chessboard proportionally to the screen size.C.    Increase the width of the chessboard border.D.    Add

empty space around the outside of the canvas without resizing the content.  Answer: B If you want to pass Microsoft 74-353 exam

successfully, donot missing to read latest lead2pass Microsoft 74-353 dumps.If you can master all lead2pass questions you will able

to pass 100% guaranteed.  http://www.lead2pass.com/74-353.html
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